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Reform-minded Hip Hop A vivacious corporate wakeless Deep thoughts, outspoken radiance. 13 MP3

Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Rap Life's Harmony(humble beginnings) Songs Details: If

you compound rugged beats, catchy hooks, and a mellow tone voice, you come up with a decorative

punchy album entitled, Life's Harmony (humble beginnings), by indie hip hop artist Analogy. Raised in

parts of California and New Jersey, this latin mc attributes the start of his musical journey to the early

sounds of Hip Hop, Salsa, Rock, R&B, Gospel roots. After several adventures with several South Jersey

Hip Hop groups, Analogy found his calling as a soloist. Therefore peaking interest in putting lyrics and

beats together to amplify his ideas. Investing time and money to build a studio in his home while also

educating himself in the music business and how to operate his own. Dedicated to longevity in his chosen

profession, Analogy has launched his own indie recording label, Tribal Entertainment. As a recent winner

in the New York Music Festival, Analogy admits, "There's still more work to be done. This is just small

collection of a library of homework. This was put together to open the gates, there's not too much of this

and not too much of that." With various music influences, Analogy defines his style as a rythmatic,

interchaneable blend of Hip Hop that's youthfully, culturally wakeless The album "Life's Harmony (humble

beginnings)," touches upon topics of frustration, poetic manifestations, reminders of go around come

arounds, family matters and partys after hours. Now putting his efforts on a local and national tour,

Analogy aspires to deepen the interest of the public's eyes. Tribal Entertainment website coming soon, if

you have any questions, contact Analogy at analogy58@cccnj.edu. Analogy hopes to hit your area real

soon. Be advised this is not premature!
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